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        Russia, China to maintain fight against terrorism, Lavrov says    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Apr 9, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Reuters) -Russia and China will continue to cooperate in the fight against terrorism as part of their ever-strengthening relationship, Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov said in Beijing on Tuesday after talks with Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi. “I thank the Chinese side for their condolences in connection with the terrorist attack in the Moscow region…            
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        Vatican foreign minister travels to Vietnam in unprecedented visit    
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                HANOI (Reuters) – The Vatican’s foreign minister Paul Richard Gallagher began an unprecedented six-day visit to Communist-ruled Vietnam on Tuesday as the two sides work on closer relations. Gallagher’s trip, the first to Vietnam for a Vatican foreign minister, could be followed by other top-level visits, including Pope Francis, who the Vatican has said is…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Vatican foreign minister travels to Vietnam in unprecedented visit        
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        How an election-packed 2024 is shaping up for world markets    
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                LONDON (Reuters) – In an election-packed year, markets have so far shrugged off results, with the focus squarely on the one contest that could reverberate across everything from international trade to emerging market debt: the United States presidential race in November. Voters in India, meanwhile, will cast ballots later this month, with self-styled strongman Narendra…            
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        March marks yet another record in global heat    
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                By Kate Abnett BRUSSELS (Reuters) – The world just experienced its warmest March on record, capping a 10-month streak in which every month set a new temperature record, the European Union’s climate change monitoring service said on Tuesday. Each of the last 10 months ranked as the world’s hottest on record, compared with the corresponding…            
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        Explainer-How Boeing’s latest crisis could imperil its 2021 DOJ crash agreement    
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                By Mike Spector, Chris Prentice and Allison Lampert NEW YORK (Reuters) – U.S. authorities are facing fresh pressure from families of the victims of two fatal Boeing 737 MAX crashes to criminally prosecute the aerospace company following a January mid-air blowout that exposed ongoing safety issues.  Victims’ representatives meeting on Tuesday and later this month…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Explainer-How Boeing’s latest crisis could imperil its 2021 DOJ crash agreement        
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        Thousands of people at risk as floods hit Russia’s south    
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                (Reuters) – Floods are threatening Russia’s southern Kurgan region, putting more than 19,000 people’s lives at risk, the state news agency said on Tuesday, days after unprecedented flooding displaced thousands of people and inundated a city in the Ural region. Citing the local branch of Russia’s Ministry of Emergency Situations, TASS news agency reported that…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Thousands of people at risk as floods hit Russia’s south        
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        Asian Shares Edge Higher as Traders Mull Catalysts: Markets Wrap    
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                (Bloomberg) — Shares in Asia showed modest gains in range-bound trading, as investors looked for new themes ahead of key US inflation data due Wednesday. Benchmarks rose in Australia and Hong Kong, with those in Japan lifted by a weaker yen that helps exporters. Their counterparts in South Korea and mainland China slipped. US equity…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Asian Shares Edge Higher as Traders Mull Catalysts: Markets Wrap        
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        Climate activists seek breakthrough human rights court ruling against European states    
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                By Gloria Dickie and Kate Abnett LONDON (Reuters) – The European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) decides on Tuesday whether insufficient government action on climate change can amount to a human rights violation, in three rulings that could give legal leverage to climate activists across the continent. The cases before the 17-judge panel in Strasbourg,…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Climate activists seek breakthrough human rights court ruling against European states        
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        US Republicans urge Ukraine aid vote, after ‘Russian propaganda’ warnings    
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                By Patricia Zengerle WASHINGTON (Reuters) – Former U.S. President Donald Trump’s secretary of state, Mike Pompeo, added his voice on Monday to growing calls from prominent Republicans to pass billions of dollars in aid for Ukraine, after some party members accused aid opponents of succumbing to Russian propaganda. Democratic President Joe Biden’s request for $95…            
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        Trump says abortion laws should be decided by US states    
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                By Doina Chiacu and Nathan Layne WASHINGTON (Reuters) -Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump said on Monday that abortion laws should be determined by U.S. states, stopping short of proposing a national ban that could have imperiled his chances with swing voters in the November election. Trump previously signaled support for a ban beyond 15 weeks…            
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        Asia stocks rise; metals fly on manufacturing bets    
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                By Tom Westbrook SINGAPORE (Reuters) – Industrial metals prices extended their gains on Tuesday with expectations of a worldwide manufacturing rebound, while Asian shares crept up a little more cautiously ahead of this week’s U.S. inflation data and a crucial European Central Bank meeting. MSCI’s broadest index of Asia-Pacific shares outside Japan rose 0.2%. Japan’s…            
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        Hamas says Israeli proposal failed to meet Palestinian demands, yet it is under review    
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                By Nidal al-Mughrabi CAIRO (Reuters) – Hamas said early on Tuesday Israel’s proposal that it received from Qatari and Egyptian mediators did not meet any of the demands of Palestinian factions. However, the group added in a statement it would study the proposal, which it described as “intransigent”, and deliver its response to the mediators.…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Hamas says Israeli proposal failed to meet Palestinian demands, yet it is under review        
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        Vatican rejects gender-affirming surgery and surrogacy in new document    
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                By Alvise Armellini VATICAN CITY (Reuters) -The Vatican on Monday reaffirmed its opposition to gender-affirming surgery, “gender theory” and surrogate parenthood, drawing criticism from advocates for LGBTQ Catholics. The declaration by the Vatican’s doctrinal office (DDF) comes four months after another document in which it supported blessings for same-sex couples, triggering fierce conservative pushback, especially…            
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        European states sign pledge to protect North Sea infrastructure    
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                By Sudip Kar-Gupta LONDON (Reuters) – Britain and other major European countries with maritime borders on the North Sea on Tuesday signed an agreement to work together to protect underwater infrastructure, including from possible Russian attacks. The six countries involved – Belgium, Britain, Denmark, Germany, Norway and the Netherlands – signed a joint declaration they…            
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        Australia downplays Japan’s role in AUKUS, says no plans to add member to defence pact    
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                By Lewis Jackson and Sakura Murakami SYDNEY/TOKYO (Reuters) -Australia downplayed reports Japan could soon join its AUKUS security pact with Britain and the United States, saying on Tuesday any cooperation would be on a project-by-project basis as differences emerge within the pact over adding new members. Prime Minister Anthony Albanese praised Japan as a close…            
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        Total solar eclipse: North Americans celebrate with cheers, music and matrimony    
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                By Brendan McDermid and Joseph Ax NIAGARA FALLS, New York (Reuters) -Throngs of skywatchers across North America gazed upward at a blackened sun in the midday dusk on Monday, celebrating with cheers, music and matrimony the first total solar eclipse to darken the continent in seven years. From a Mexican beach resort close to where…            
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        Easter food spending lifts UK retail sales by most since August    
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                By David Milliken LONDON (Reuters) – An early Easter boosted food spending in Britain last month, lifting retail sales by the most since August, but the broader picture remained subdued as wet weather dampened demand for other goods, the British Retail Consortium said on Tuesday. Britain’s economy entered a shallow recession in the second half…            
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        UBS Weighs Credit Suisse China Stake Swap With Beijing Government    
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                (Bloomberg) — UBS Group AG is in discussions to attain full ownership of its China platform by swapping its holding in Credit Suisse’s onshore securities venture with a Beijing government investment fund, according to people familiar with the matter. The Zurich-based lender is proposing to buy the 33% stake held by Beijing State-Owned Assets Management…            
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        UK’s Cameron to meet Blinken, Trump while pressing US Congress on Ukraine aid    
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                By Alistair Smout and Kanishka Singh LONDON/WASHINGTON (Reuters) -British Foreign Minister David Cameron will meet Secretary of State Antony Blinken on Tuesday during his U.S. trip and press lawmakers in Congress to pass an aid package for Ukraine while also discussing the Israel-Gaza war. Ahead of his meeting with Blinken, Cameron will meet former President…            
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        Russia to launch Angara rocket for first time from Vostochny Cosmodrome    
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                (Reuters) – The first launch of the Angara A5 space rocket from Russia’s Vostochny Cosmodrome will take place on Tuesday, the state space agency Roscosmos said on Monday, in what could be a milestone for President Vladimir Putin’s space ambitions. The heavy-lift rocket will test launch from a newly built launchpad at the Cosmodrome –…            
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